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Service times are Fridays at 6:30pm and Saturdays at 10am.

 During COVID-19 Level 1, Friday services will continue via Zoom.  

Saturday services have resumed, in the sanctuary.
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Coming up in August
• Friday night services will be on Zoom again during August. Saturday service will be livestreamed from the sanctuary using
OneRoom for those unable to get to Beth Shalom or if you are not feeling comfortable yet to resume attending service. 
Check the weekly email for access codes to individual services.

• Saturday 1 August, 10-11am, Shabbat Kat in the Library.

 •   Sunday 2 August at 11am, “Spirituality of the Sea”, a Zoom talk led by Rabbi Ed Rosenthal. 

• Friday 7 August, save the date for our Erev Shabbat potluck dinner. Reminder not to bring any food containing strawberry
or any dish containing garlic that needs heating up in the kitchen to keep those in our community with severe allergies safe.

 • Sunday 30 August, 2pm Annual General Meeting  in the Beth Shalom hall. 

  •   High Holy Day singing practices start on Saturday 8 August after the morning service and will continue till 12
September as we practise the High Holy Day tunes. If you enjoy singing at shul, please come along.

--

--
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From the President ...
Hi all.   It’s me again. Watching Aotearoa and Beth Shalom from afar. Wanting to be more involved
but knowing that it’s time for me to let go and trust that there will be people who will step in and
help guide the temple forward into the future. 

With the AGM looming, it is time for you to take a step back and ask ‘How can I contribute?’ There
are so many ways to get involved - ritual committee, community care, Hebrew school - but this plea
is for becoming part of the board of management.

Beth Shalom is at a junction like never before. Covid-19 and the restrictions put in place by the
government for everyone’s safety allowed us to experiment with different ways to meet the spiritual
needs of the community. While we have been holding fewer in-person services, we have been
joined by Rabbis from around the world and been invited to attend virtual services with AHC,
Temple Sinai in Wellington, and several UPJ communities across Australia. The world suddenly
became much smaller. 

The ability to further direct our future comes with the opportunity to become part of the Auckland
JCC. While far from a done deal, the possibilities are exciting and empowering for our community.
Not only will the next few months and years need approval and support from the Beth Shalom
membership, but it will also need willing volunteers to oversee and drive the project.

Thirdly, the Board of Management at Beth Shalom has recently started a project in conjunction with
Rabbi George Wielechowski whereby we evaluate where we are as a community, where we want to
be, and, most importantly, how do we get there.

While all of these are challenges as well as opportunities for our community, none of them will be
effective and successful without volunteers to drive them. While those volunteers will need to be
from throughout the greater Beth Shalom community, the Board of Management is the starting
point for all of these projects. It is vital oversight that needs your help.

If you have never served on the board, this is an amazing time to get involved. We need new
opinions and fresh outlooks. If you have been here before, your insight and knowledge of the past
will be invaluable going forward. Either way, please think long and hard about what you want for our
community as we move forward and how you can help us get there. Don’t hesitate to contact any
current board member for more information about what you can expect and what is expected of
you as a board member. If being on the board is the right path for you, we welcome your
application for board membership with much appreciation.

B’shalom,  Debbie
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This column is to let everyone know what is happening within our community and what we have been
working on through this extraordinary time. 

High Holy Days: This year we will not be having a Rabbi for the HHD as it will not be practical and likely
will not be allowed into New Zealand at this stage.

It was hoped that Rabbi George Wielechowski would have been able to help lead the services whilst
here in NZ developing, with the community, a Theory of Change document for a communal vision for the
community of Beth Shalom.

The Ritual Committee are working hard to organise a meaningful HHD period for everyone.

AGM:  The Annual General Meeting will be held in the Beth Shalom Hall on Sunday 30 August at
2pm. Please note that audited accounts will be distributed ahead of this meeting and are being finalised
at the moment.

 

ARZA update:  Elections are soon to be held to choose the New Zealand representative at the 2020
World Zionist Council (WZC).  In 2015, ARZA represented New Zealand and the candidate was elected
unopposed. For the upcoming election, there will be two candidates. 

The constitution of the Zionist Federation (ZFed) currently does not recognise organisational
membership.  Consequently, ARZA members will only be entitled to vote at the upcoming election if they
are also individual or family members of ZFed.

This technicality may be resolved at a future ZFed AGM, but it will not be in time for this year’s World
Zionist Congress election.

 We call on all Beth Shalom members who are also members of ZFed, to vote for David Zwartz, who is the
ARZA candidate at the upcoming elections.  Should you have any questions regarding this, please
contact Paul Wilton at 021 676 076.

Security: As advised via email, Thursday last week, you will have noticed the security upgrades that have
been made over the last few weeks, including a new fence and the upgraded CCTV. We are hugely
grateful to all the people that made this happen for the safety of our community.   

 

JCC (Jewish Community Centre): A progress report email on this project was sent via email on 10  July.
We look forward to advising you of a date to hold a Beth Shalom community meeting shortly after the
AGM to discuss the status of the project and again solicit feedback.

--

th
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Prayers for Healing Group

CLICK HERE FOR THE SERVICE ROSTER FOR AUGUST 2020 .      

A group of Beth Shalom members has commenced, to think of and pray for individuals in our community, who are
in need of healing.

The idea is that this group is not an organised group or minyan. Simply, caring people who, when made aware of
the need, help healing with the power of prayer.

And that families in distress might receive comfort from the knowledge that this is taking place.

Caring for the unwell is part of being a community.

For those interested, I can supply articles: “The Jewish Way in Healing”, and some scientific research on the
positive power of prayer in healing.

 If you wish to be part of this group

Or, if you know of someone who is unwell that would appreciate our prayer

Please contact Leon Goldwater or Christine O’Brien at shul office

Leon:   ldgoldwater@gmail.com  020 403 88054

Christine:   office@bethshalom.org.nz  524 4139

--

--
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THE BUZZ
Zooming around the Jewish World

by Tanya Thomson.

I live in New Zealand, which has many advantages. It’s beautiful – green hills, dramatic mountains
and spectacular water — mostly safe, run by a sane government and still has a semblance of
egalitarianism. But we are also a small island nation at the southern tip of the Pacific Ocean,
removed from the centres of Jewish life. Our access to Jewish events, learning and culture is
limited.

Bridging that gap has been a big part of my life, most significantly with the creation (along with a
few dedicated others) of Limmud NZ, the New Zealand version of the worldwide Jewish learning
community/event. Through Limmud we have been able to bring amazing presenters to New
Zealand and feel more connected to the Jewish world. But distance, cost and numbers constrain
our opportunities. Almost every Israeli I have ever approached to come here has said to me — as if I
might not have noticed — “But it’s so far — it’s two 12-hour flights!”

The lockdown imposed due to coronavirus changed my place in the world. I didn’t move very far
physically – in fact lockdown here was quite restrictive, with no physical contact outside our own
household (termed our “bubble”) and no travel beyond our neighbourhood. And so, for seven
weeks, the only people I physically interacted with were my husband and kids, with a couple of
waves to friends from our front door.

Initially, my online life was just a socially-distanced and quieter version of my pre-Covid real
life;luckily I was able to continue my work almost unchanged from home. But quite quickly I
realised that one aspect of my life had expanded exponentially: my opportunities for Jewish
engagement. Suddenly my options were boundless, made possible by the movement of communal
life to an entirely online experience.

I started with Zooming in to local shul services — I’ll confess I love being able to listen to the service
while still running around cooking Shabbat dinner, plus not going anywhere on Friday night is a
bonus as far as I am concerned. But one day I saw a Facebook invite to a Kabbalat Shabbat service
for a shul I’ve always wanted to go to, a thousand miles away in Melbourne, Australia (our nearest
neighbour), being led by friends even further away, in Jerusalem.

Brilliant, I thought.

I’ll tune in.
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And so it started. I have sung along (badly, but no-one noticed thanks to the mute button) at
Kabbalat Shabbat in Costa Rica, which conveniently is on around midday Saturday here. I was
excited to participate in my first-ever Limmud China, attending a session on the Jewish refugee
community in Shanghai during the war along with my mother who was born in that community and
tuned in from a different city. I registered for Limmud Manchester – not on my bucket list to
physically visit, but with a great line-up of sessions on offer.

The invites kept coming in; in that eerie-but-sometimes-handy way we are watched online, I got
invited to listen to a Ha’aretz panel on the new government in Israel, was fascinated by a live advice
session from Natan Sharansky on surviving lockdown (spoiler: he had it harder than we did) and
joined a Jewish food festival, which felt like eavesdropping on Ruth Reichl and Joan Nathan
chatting.

And the best wasgetting to interview the amazing journalist and podcaster Dina Kraft in Tel Aviv as
part of the first ever joint Limmud Oz+NZ (Australia and New Zealand, in case you were wondering)
— held entirely online over two weekends in June.

For the first time, I have had exactly the same access to Jewish events, learning and connection that
everyone else has. When a service or a lecture is on Zoom, it does not matter whether you are in
the next room, the next suburb or some little country at the bottom of the world with a total Jewish
population of about 5000 people. The only constraint has been time differences – I’ve done a lot of
early morning and late night Zooming.

In addition to the actual events I have enjoyed, the deeper thrill has been the feeling of belonging
that access creates, especially when it is on an equal footing to other participants. I feel like I have
moved from behind a fairly solid upstairs mechitzah — a barrier used to separate men’s and
women’s sections in synagogues — to a front row seat downstairs near the action. It’s great to be
able to actually see and hear - but more than that, it is affirming to feel like I belong.

In reflecting on the lockdown experience, I am not the first or only person to observe that, while it
was profoundly isolating, it was also oddly uniting. As we move back to a more normal world, I am
hoping that some of the connections I made and the openness to ways of connecting will be
sustained, especially in the Jewish world. While this came about due to necessity, I hope that we
can seize it as a positive development.
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Yes, I want to get back on that plane (those two planes) to Israel some time soon, but my day-to-
day life is here in New Zealand. I’d like to maintain my place in the front row of Jewish life, right
here from my living room.

Tanya Thomson is a lawyer and member of the Jewish community of Auckland, New Zealand. She is
passionate about building Jewish connections and has held many community roles facilitating this,
including being the co-founder of Limmud NZ. Tanya can be contacted at
tanyathomsonnz@gmail.com.

Reprinted courtesy of Scribe.

AUCKLAND JEWISH BOOK CLUB meets again on Monday 17th August
at Beth Shalom in the Library. 10:30am-12:30noon includes lunch.

 The book we’ll be discussing is: 
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Education Update
 Sunday school started up this past week.
We had Kita Aleph Jewish History what
happened on the timeline.

Kita Bet and Gimmel studied about story
of Noah and studies Hebrew directions
with an outdoor treasure hunt complete
with crib sheets so they could find their
way.

Bar and Bat Mitzva Class discussed the
ethical conduct stated in the scrolls from Ruth to Eicha. These amazing students all have been
helping to lead tefillot and study siddur.

Bnei Mishna looked at the media and what they messages they send us about what it means to be
a man or a woman and trying to define a model that fits your values .And they made homemade
noodles and soup.

Shabbat Kat has their monthly meeting the first shabbat of each month at 10 am and we are happy
to announce that a lot of our main members of this lovely service have returned from abroad and
we look forward to a lot of fun this coming shabbat August 1 .

Introduction to Judaism had a super great time with their visiting speaker lovely Sally Natan who
spoke to them all about her pathway and answer a lot of their remarkably interesting questions. 
Our intro class always rocks with great food, conversation, and a little Hebrew study. We are also
going to have a potluck learn about shabbat dinner on July 31 .  We will practice the blessings
and do some hands-on practice of all the traditions with of course great food. We are also inviting
all our family members so they can see what we have been studying.

Shabbat Community Potluck Dinner and Games night on August 7th-Please come and bring your
kids and your games so you can stay for the chess, Settlers of Catan and Ticket to Ride games. The
food will be great. The tefillot will inspire and the games will go until there is a winner.

Jewish Book Fair every day at Beth Shalom 9am-4pm.   W e have lots of books sitting upstairs in
boxes that we do not have a use for. Jewish books are meant to be read so we are bringing them
downstairs and setting them up on tables for you to all come and find a book to inspire you.  

There are lots of children’s books in Hebrew and English,
religious books and antique books all for $2 each or whatever
you would like to donate. We also have boxes of non-Jewish
books free to a good home or a donation.

st

st
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COMING SOON...

Israeli Movie Night   

SHABBAT INDIAN VEGETARIAN TAKE OUT Night - Schmooze Cruise  
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Shabbat at Tawharanui Regional Park

SHABBAT HIKE TO MT TARANAKI
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SUSTAINABILITY SEMINAR

Beth Shalom Hebrew/Sunday School

Your place to make friends and build community.

Contact:   educator@bethshalom.org.nz       Ph:  027 765 3677

--

https://yourlink.here/
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Ritcom Reports ...
 The Tradition of a Second Bar/Bat Mitzvah 

On Saturday 29 August we will be celebrating Amnon Kramarz’s second Bar Mitzvah. This tradition
is not generally well known although we have celebrated second Bar Mitzvah before at Beth
Shalom, notably for the late Alan Stone and Harold Baker.

We all know that at the age of 13 a boy or girl in Progressive Judaism is called to the Torah for the
very first time, marking the point in their lives when they become obligated to perform the Jewish
mitzvot. They will typically co-lead the service and lein Torah as well as have their first Aliyah. This is
a significant milestone in Jewish life.  

In more recent times a new tradition has started whereby a
Jewish person turning 83 may choose to celebrate a second
Bar Mitzvah. This is based on the reading of Psalm 90:10,
which says that our expected lifespan is three score years
and ten. Reaching age 70 can be considered a new start –
and therefore, age 83 would be the equivalent to reaching
b’nai mitzvah age again. The person will once again read the
Torah portion which they learnt for their first Bar Mitzvah and
typically also give the drash, then will celebrate with the
community over Kiddush.   I asked Amnon why he decided
to have a second Bar Mitzvah. He described his first Bar
Mitzvah in Tel Aviv, Israel at the age of 13. It was an
Orthodox Bar Mitzvah conducted at a time when the State of
Israel had been in existence for only 2 years, so at an
interesting point of history in Israel. Interestingly Amnon
said it was a big event for his father who was a part- time
Chazan for the congregation. Amnon read Haftarah and did
not do much else. Amnon believes that people came to
hear his father sing! After the service there was a big party
with lots of food and drink hosted by his father. The way
Amnon describes it all, it sounds as if it was not a
particularly memorable day for Amnon.

This time round it will be quite different. Amnon is choosing to have a second Bar Mitzvah at Beth
Shalom, a Shul which is deeply meaningful to him. He will co-lead the service, lein Torah and give
the drash. It will be Amnon’s day to which we are all invited.  While Amnon took on the obligations
of an adult at the age of 13, now this time round for Amnon, it feels as if he will have a different way
to look at life from now on, a new beginning. 
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It always gives me an incredibly warm feeling to attend a second Bar Mitzvah. So far in our Beth
Shalom history we have not yet had a second Bat Mitzvah but surely we will have this opportunity
one day. Beth Shalom women, you are on notice.

Please join Amnon and Sarah on Saturday 29
August, for this very special Simcha. There will be a
celebratory Kiddush after the service. 

 

Naomi Johnson, Ritual Chair  

--
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Auckland Jewish Burial & Benevolent
Society Inc
President's Report - 19 July 2020

Greetings and welcome to the Annual General Meeting. Thank you for making the effort to attend
and to show your support for the work of the Burial and Benevolent Society.

It was last April just before Pesach that we held our last AGM and it would have been our 2020
AGM this March, but for a world pandemic sending us into lockdown. I want to start this report by
acknowledging the profound effect of this time on our local and global communities. 

The lockdown experience highlighted aspects of our lives perhaps otherwise taken for granted -
our dependence on one another, on systems and structures that work or don’t. Such crises throw
light on inequalities and expose weaknesses which we must not shy away from addressing. Times
of crisis can also highlight strengths, kindnesses, and our potential as a community to resolve and
change.

On a personal level, I acknowledge those of us feeling the fragility of physical and mental health
and wellbeing. The fear and anxiety of uncertain and unstable times, if not for ourselves then for
those around us, our families and friends here and overseas, in our places of work and recreation. It
is important to know support is available when at times it can feel overwhelming.

To those in our community who were part of the essential workforce that maintained and sustained
us through the lockdown period – thank you. To all of us who honoured the call to express kindness
and care during lockdown, to stay home and stay safe in a collective effort to eradicate community
transmission. We did that.

The ability to virtually maintain connection as a community has been a blessing. Our wider Jewish
community as well as our Progressive community have organised support, rallied with phone trees
and food parcels to ensure people had what they needed and limited the sense of isolation. Thank
you to the Senior Outreach Service, Chris Shiller and the Community Care volunteers who primarily
drove that work. 

I know for many in the community this time has not passed without a personal cost. There have
been those whose loved ones have passed away here and overseas and who were unable to
assemble with other mourners or experience the arms of condolence we wished to offer as
community. Many significant life cycle events have happened during this time and we have had to
find different ways to mark these important occasions.

We remember members who have passed away since the last AGM in April 2019 and extend our
love and support to their families – Steve Daniels, Richard Woolf, Pauline Miller, Colleen Shafer,
David Shrank and Miriam Singer.
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I wish to thank those members who offer their support to the work of the B&B by way of service of
tahara – the care and preparation for burial is a sacred task and we rely very much on your
generosity of time in fulfilling this ritual.

We have continued to work primarily with Davis Funeral Homes as the funeral director service for
our community. This year we have been approached by several members keen to explore the
potential of alternative services. As a committee we are open to explore the potential of other
funeral directors’ services who are willing to accommodate the needs of our community to offer the
best value and service possible.

This year the committee undertook a review of some of documentation and processes. We
assigned some limited but useful hours of pay to assist us with achieving a list of tasks. Thanks to
Jude Berman for your assistance with this work. We updated our membership forms, our
statements for recording details of wishes at end of life, updated taharah kits and helped organise
a clean-up of the headstones and burial plots at Waikumete before last Rosh Hashanah.

I must note that the committee really feel the burden at times of not having a Rabbi to support the
emotional labour of our work. We encourage the community in the work towards an appointment of
a Rabbi to support the practical and educational needs of our community as a priority. As much as
we can give to this work as volunteers it is not sustainable to do so without end or resource
support.

Having said that, we have found guidance and meaningful support through Rabbi Jo-Ellen in
Wellington, learned member Linda Kaye has offered us advice and support and Rabbi Dean
Shapiro supported the Singer family and the B&B by conducting Miriam’s funeral via Zoom.

Our deepest of gratitude to Paul Wilton, Arthur Berman, Chris Shiller, Norma Delgarno and Linda
Kaye who have all led funerals, unveilings, minyan prayers and read psalms at time of need. The
community thank you for your service, your skilled lay reading and leadership in this space. Thank
you also to Naomi Johnson for her communication and services through the Ritual Committee of
Beth Shalom. 

I want to acknowledge Robyn Trugly, Sandra Brickman and Lita Summerfield who resigned as
elected committee members from attending monthly committee meetings to focus their energy on
Community Care work. I know we have acknowledged the depth and breadth of their service in
person and in the Teruah, but I wanted to note it also in this annual report. Also, to Sonja Karon
who left Auckland to move to Christchurch we wish you well there and thank you for your
commitment to the committee’s work.
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We work closely with the Community Care committees in order to meet the needs of the
community as they are known to us. Chris Shiller in her role as Senior Outreach worker is an
important part of that communication loop and we thank you also for your service in that regard.I
want to separately acknowledge the work of Diana Hoskyn who is stepping down from the
committee this year after decades of service to the Burial and Benevolence Committee, in order to
be able to meet the care needs of her mother. Diana you have carried an enormous weight of
responsibility and work for many years for the B&B. I am only really coming to appreciate the
enormity of the role after just one term as President.  Thank you for all your tireless work. 

David Singer as Treasurer has led us through another financial year – the details of which sit in his
report. Of note was a return to an annual appeal after some years, thanks to David Zussman for his
assistance with that task. We intend to return to an annual appeal and will be sending that out in
the next month. Thank you, David, for your excellent management and care for the resources of the
Society.

I will conclude with a thank you to all of the committee for your support, Sue Pezaro, Stephanie
Markson, David Singer and David Zussman, Julie Dick as Beth Shalom board rep, and newly co-
opted member Viv Josephs. Thanks also to Christine O’Brien in the office. I look forward to working
with you ongoing and to any newly elected members we welcome you to the committee.

Thank you in advance to the membership for the support you give through your ongoing
membership and often generous donations which allow us to support the community at times of
need.   Sue Berman
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Book list - take your pick!
Are you there God, it’s me, Margaret - Judy Blume

Friday the Rabbi Slept Late – Harry Kemelman

The Jewish Catalog, Volumes 1 & 2

The Chosen – Chaim Potok

Almonds & Raisins Trilogy – Maisie Mosco

When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit – Judith Kerr

Night – Elie Wiesel

I am David – Anne Holm

The Glass Room – Simon Mawer

The Lost: A Search for Six of Six Million – Daniel Mendelsohn

The Reader – Bernhard Klink

My Name is Asher Lev – Chaim Potok

Call It Sleep – Henry Roth

Goodbye Columbus – Philip Roth

The Inn at Lake Devine – Elinor Lipman

The Ladies Auxiliary – Tova Mirvis

My Life – Golda Meir

--

--
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Women's Refuge Winter Appeal
Our Women’s refuge Winter Appeal was due to be launched in April this year but due to the
lockdown and COVID-19,  this unfortunately was unable to go ahead. However, you will have noted
that winter is far from over and, also due to lockdown and COVID-19, the Women’s Refuge’s need
for warm clothing for the women and children, is greater than ever before.

They are in need of new or “near new” clothing such as winter pyjamas – especially for children of
all ages - socks, jersey’s and track suits, hats and scarves, outdoor wear – rain jackets, boots and
umbrellas.

There is always an ongoing need for toiletries - soap, deodorant, hand cream, sanitary products,
shampoo, conditioner etc for the women and for the children and babies – toothpaste,
toothbrushes, nappies, sippy cups, bottles and baby food.

We will continue this special appeal until Rosh Hashanah in September – if you are unable to
deliver the goods to shul, please contact Chris Shiller (mob 0211774934, email shiller
@orcon.net.nz) and a plan will be made to collect your items.

The Women’s Refuge has asked me to pass on their grateful thanks for the continued support by
the Beth Shalom community over many years, your donations are very much appreciated.

Give a Kid a Blanket

We were recently contacted about a community activated action group - that you may have already
heard about - called ‘Give A Kid A Blanket’. Their objective is to bring much needed warmth to
thousands of children and families across Auckland this winter. A bit of background - it was
established in 2015 by social practice artists Bernie Harfleet and Donna Turtle Sarten. These
donations come from across the wider Auckland area and beyond. While providing practical
support for those in need, the project does not focus on recipients, which can be victimising, but
rather the actions of kindness from donors which the project joins together to form a community
action of kindness.

“We hope items will be either new or in excellent pre-loved condition” says Sarten. “We want
recipients not only to feel warmer, but importantly valued by the community”.

“The donated items are requested for families through public health nurses, social workers and
community workers. Once orders are made up they are gifted to children and their families through
these professionals.

We are entering the peak of the winter season, and a warm bed at night becomes a fundamental
health need for our children and their families.

mailto:shiller@orcon.net.nz
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For more information on how you can help visit their Facebook page and I think there is also a Give-
a-little page. If you – or anyone that you know – would like to support this important cause, there is
a drop off point at the School Uniform Centre in Remuera Road or you can of course drop items off
at shul. Alternatively we can arrange for goods to be collected and so if you live north of the bridge,
contact Chris Shiller on shiller @orcon.net.nz)mobile 0211774934; if you live south of the bridge
contact Sue Kranz sue@kranz.nz or mobile 0211714852.

https://www.facebook.com/Give-a-Kid-a-Blanket-1612453109010058/
mailto:shiller@orcon.net.nz
mailto:sue@kranz.nz
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Community Care
Hi everyone,

 Hope you are well, and enjoying being at Level1  Although allowing us a lot more freedom, we are at 1,
not 0, so we must still obey some  rules,like hygiene and staying indoors if you feel unwell.  We still need
to exercise caution.

Unfortunately, some people are thinking the crisis is over, and are being very cavalier with their
behaviour.  NOT a good idea.  This is an unknown virus that scientists are still learning about, and it
certainly is not a virus we can afford to take chances with, and get complacent about too soon.  The last
thing we want is to go backwards.

Community Care is still here to help any needs you may have, but have to know about them in order to
do so.  Don’t be shy about asking for help, it is all strictly confidential.

The Telephone Tree is doing a great job, and if you are not being rung, but would like to be, contact us
to get on the list and be included.  While talking to your Tree contact, let them know if you need any
help, that is part of the purpose for the call.  Maybe you would like a visit, if you feel lonely

Take care all of you, and stay safe.

Best wishes from

Lita and the Community Care Team

Contact:   Chris Shiller 021 177 4934    shiller@iorcon.net.nz

Lorna Orbell 022 026 2899   chaim@slingshot.co.nz

Lita Summerfield  021 297 9462 (TEXT ONLY)  serendipitylns40@gmail.com

Or contact the office 09 524 4139

--

mailto:shiller@iorcon.net.nz
mailto:chaim@slingshot.co.nz
mailto:serendipitylns40@gmail.com

